General Directions:
1. Unlock the AV cabinet on front left wall (See the House administrators for access).
2. Press **Standby/On** button on Denon **AV Select**. Light will turn from red to green.
3. Select the source you wish to view/hear with **Source Select** knob on the Denon.

- **PC Audio** (Laptop)
- **VCR/CATV** (VHS tape or Cable TV station)
- **RACK AUD** (Sound from Closet Rack)
- **V. AUX** (not used)
- **TUNER** (FM radio)
- **LG DVD** (DVD)
- **BLU RAY** (Blu-Ray disc)

4. Control the source volume via the **Master Volume** knob on the Denon **AV Select**.
5. Press the red **Standby/On** button on the Christie **Projector** remote to turn on the projector. The **Power** button on projector will flash green, then turn solid green.
6. Select the button of the video source you wish to project on the Christie remote:

- **Video** (DVD or VHS)
- **RGB** (Laptop)
- **My Source/Doc Camera** (Blu-Ray)
- **Search** (to search through all the options)

7. Contact the House Administrators for access to the Closet Rack, if you wish to playback iPod, CD, DVD/VHS audio, or Microphone Sound in the Seminar Room.

(See the **Brooks Closet Rack QuickStart** for more information.)

To Display a Laptop
1. Select the **PC Audio** source on the Denon **AV Select**.
2. Select **RGB** on the Christie **Projector** Remote.
3. Attach the laptop to the **Computer In** jack on the wall with a VGA cable. Attach an audio cable to the **audio** jack if you wish to hear computer sound.

To Playback a DVD (from the LG DVD/VHS player)
1. Select **LG DVD** source on the Denon **AV Select**.
2. Select **Video** on the Christie **Projector** Remote.
3. Insert a DVD into the LG **DVD/VCR** Player.
4. Control playback using the controls on the LG remote or use the controls beneath the silver flap.
To Playback a VHS tape (or Cable TV) (from the LG DVD/VHS player)
1. Select VCR/CATV source on the Denon AV Select.
2. Select VIDEO on the Christie Projector remote.
3. Insert a videotape into the LG DVD/VCR Player (or select a CATV channel).
4. Control playback using the controls on the LG remote or use the controls beneath the silver flap.

To Playback a Blu-Ray disc (from the Sharp Blu-Ray Player)
1. Select Blu Ray source on the Denon AV Select.
3. Insert a Blu-Ray disc into the Sharp Blu-Ray Player.
4. Control playback using the controls on the Sharp remote.

Shut Down
1. Press the Standby/On button on the Christie Projector remote twice, to turn the projector off. The projector’s Power light will flash then turn solid red when off.
2. Press the Standby/On button on the Denon AV Select to turn it off. Light will turn from green to red.
3. Eject any DVDs, Blu-Ray discs, or VHS tapes.
4. Lock the AV cabinet.

For Assistance, Call:
291-4279 TEC Assistance Hotline, OR
358-4467 Wendy Baker Davis